Ethics and Professional Skills Module (EPSM) already
studying – transcript
This is a transcript of a video that can be accessed from accaglobal.com/epsm
I've been in education for a long time. And this isn't like anything I've done before. It's a great way
to learn.
It tested my commercial awareness. It gave me the ability to assess things from a business or from
a commercial perspective.
The learning was so varied, interactive. It was almost like a virtual reality business tool.
All units were really different and well thought out.
They use video to create realistic business scenarios so you can put yourself into situations that
almost feel quite real.
This was an easy way to give myself a great grounding in professional skills.
It genuinely complements the exams. It just fits around my busy life and my studies.
I've read that statistically completing this gives me a 25% better chance at passing Strategic
Business Leader. So, what's not to like?
In the peer assessment, your work is reviewed by others taking EPSM and you review their work.
It's a really good way to get valuable feedback.
It's such a good support module for the Strategic Professional exams. EPSM is really worth
completing in full before tackling them.
I'm always juggling life work and studies. The way this gave me control over my learning schedule
was very helpful.
It tested my innovation, and it questioned my scepticism about real business situations.
Online, in my time. It really helped to take the pressure off, that's for sure.
The video and challenge elements are not just for fun, they really help reinforce the learning.
It genuinely sets you apart from the crowd and it’s a huge boost to complete the rest of the ACCA
Qualification.
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